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Abstract—Dynamic event detection by using participatory sensing paradigms has received growing interests recently, where detection tasks are assigned to smart-device users who can potentially collect needed sensory data from device-equipped sensors. Typical applications include, but are not limited to, noise and air pollution detections, people gathering, even disaster prediction. Given this problem, although many existing centralized solutions are effective and widely used, they usually cause heavy communication overhead. Thus, it is strongly desired to design distributed solutions to reduce energy consumption, while achieving a high level of detection accuracy with limited sensing task budget. In this paper, we first present two novel centralized detection algorithms as the performance benchmark, which make use of the Minimum Cut theory and support vector machine (SVM)-based pattern recognition techniques. Then, we introduce a novel distributed and energy-efficient event detection framework under task budget constraint, where we formulate an optimization problem and derive an optimal utility function. Finally, based on a real trace-driven data set in an urban area of Beijing, extensive simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PARTICIPATORY sensing is an emerging paradigm that aims at collecting useful data from a large number of surrounding smart-device users. These smart devices are usually equipped with a variety of sensors, e.g., accelerometer, gyroscope, GPS, light sensor, microphone, and camera, that can monitor almost every aspect of our daily surrounding environment. Participatory sensing can successfully reduce the infrastructure deployment costs and enable us to sense the world at an unprecedented spatiotemporal granularity. These features make it quite suitable to be applied in a wide range of applications, e.g., monitoring of noise level [2], air quality [3], and street-parking availability [4] in urban areas.

Among many applications of participatory sensing, dynamic event detection has received a growing amount of research attention. Specifically, our focus in this paper is motivated by an application scenario as follows. A group of smart-device users move inside a certain spatial sensing region, while subscribing to a central server (CS). Periodically, a selected crowd of participants collect sensory data by using their smart-device-embedded sensors. Sometimes, local data processing is also needed. These participants then transmit necessary data to the CS via built-in communication interfaces such as 3G/LTE or WiFi. By processing these data, the CS is able to identify target event areas inside the sensing region with certain detection accuracy. Such events could be abnormal noise level in a specific region, residential fire in forests, or meteorological hazards [5]–[7], etc.

There are mainly two types of technical approaches to enable the running of the aforementioned application scenario. First is the centralized approaches, where participants transmit the collected raw data to the CS for further processing [7] (it is worth noting that the processing can also take place in a distributed cluster, e.g., Hadoop/Spark). Centralized approaches usually require some degree of knowledge of all sensory data, and thus yield detection results with high precision. However, the communication overhead can cost significantly to both the infrastructure and participants’ devices. The other type is distributed approaches that require to process the data locally on each participant’s smart device and reach local conclusions by interacting with neighboring devices through short-range machine-to-machine (M2M) communications such as Bluetooth [8] and WiFi-Direct. For example, computing the maximum value of sensor readings can be done in a distributed manner using the well-known max/min consensus protocol [9]. Distributed approaches scale well with the structural change of the network, but may suffer from a low detection accuracy, if certain detection policy is not carefully designed and enforced. Apart from these two types of approaches, using pattern-matching techniques is another new trend for dynamic event detections [10]. It could be applied both in the CS and distributedly on each participant’s smart device.

The temporal property of time-varying events and the large number of participants involved in an event detection process make the application of dynamic event detection quite
a challenging problem. It becomes even harder when energy consumption of smart devices is considered, since participants tend to refuse to cooperate if an application consumes too much energy from their devices. Although existing research efforts declare that power consumption could be reduced by minimizing the active period of time for devices or reducing the packet size [11], [12], so far they have not built up solid mathematical foundation to establish the synergy between energy consumption and detection accuracy. Another key design element is how to motivate participants to contribute high quality data. Along this direction, a large amount of research activities have been performed recently. For example, References [13] and [14] propose mechanisms to motivate participants by either real payment or virtual credit. Nevertheless, regardless of the form of incentives, no platform/CS can afford unlimited budget to recruit participants, and no more sensing tasks can be accommodated when the budget runs out. Finally, over-simplified data model is sometimes used in experiments, such as generating data by normal distribution [15], which is insufficient in many cases. Therefore, real-world-data-based simulations are necessary to verify the performance of proposed approaches.

Toward this end, in this paper, we propose a set of novel dynamic event detection algorithms, to explicitly consider the relationship between energy consumption, detection accuracy, and task budget allocation. The contribution of this paper is summarized as follows.

1) We propose two novel centralized event detection algorithms that make use of the Minimum Cut (Min-cut) theory and the support vector machine (SVM) pattern-matching technique.

2) We propose a distributed, energy-efficient event detection framework under task budget constraint, in which participants calculate events’ regions by negotiating with their neighbors.

3) We propose a novel utility function from the solution of an optimization problem to embed in the distributed framework, to achieve the long-term detection accuracy while minimizing the energy consumption and providing satisfactory incentives to participants.

4) The effectiveness and flexibility of the proposed algorithms are extensively evaluated by real trace-driven experiments.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related research activities. Section III establishes formal model of our system. Section IV describes two centralized event detection approaches, as Min-cut-based and SVM-based algorithms. Section V describes our proposed distributed event detection framework and utility function. Section VI extensively evaluates the performance of the proposed strategy by real trace-driven simulations, and finally Section VII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A straight-forward solution for event detection is to predefined some threshold values and trigger alarm messages when sensor readings are higher than the thresholds [12]. This, however, may not fit the spatiotemporal properties of most dynamic events, thus may not be practical. Currently, there are mainly two other categories of approaches to tackle this problem. One of them is the centralized approach. In [7], Sakaki et al. take advantage of the real-time nature of Twitter posts to construct an earthquake reporting system. Each Twitter user is regarded as a “sensor.” If a user detects some possible events, he/she tweets directly to a CS, where complex models are used to distill earthquake information from these large amounts of tweets precisely.

The other category of approaches is distributed. In [16], Zhu et al. propose a completely localized Coordinated wAKEup Scheduling algorithm (CAS), to cooperatively determine sensor wake-up schedules. Without relying on location information, CAS is easy to implement and scalable to network density. Distributed processing/event detection is also an important research direction in control systems. Olfati-Saber presents three novel distributed Kalman filtering algorithms for sensor networks in [17], where each sensor in the network observes part of some process and estimate it based only on local information from its neighbors. Although it is not directly applicable in our application scenario, it is still a promising approach.

Using pattern-matching techniques is another trend for dynamic event detection. It could be applied distributedly on each participant as in [10], or applied in the CS as in [18]. Along this direction, some research works use complicated yet accurate algorithms based on techniques such as SVM [19], Naïve Bayes [20], and the pattern-matching techniques are well summarized and compared in [21]. However, in some cases, the exemplary training data for time-varying events are very hard to generate.

All the above research activities fail to consider the device energy consumption when participating the sensing tasks. Existing research declares that power consumption could be reduced by minimizing the active time of devices [11]. Furthermore, in [12], the authors claim that reducing the packet size can also effectively bring down energy depletion, and [22] proposes an energy-efficient information diffusion protocol for mobile crowd sensing. Reference [23] proposes a system for energy-efficient crowdsourcing of mobile sensor data by exploiting data collection opportunities among mobile phone users such as making phone calls or using applications. However, neither of them has built up solid mathematical foundations to explicitly establish the synergy between energy consumption and detection accuracy (in a distributed manner), as the central theme of our work in this paper.

Another key issue in participatory sensing is how to motivate participants to contribute high quality data. By attracting participants and paying rewards as a return, incentive mechanisms play important roles in guaranteeing a stable scale of participants and improving the accuracy, coverage or timeliness of the sensing results. Following this direction, a large amount research efforts have been conducted recently. Lee and Hoh [13] introduce the reverse-auction based dynamic pricing (RADP) incentive mechanism, where participants send their incentive expectations to the platform, and those with lowest expectations are chosen as winners to perform sensing task. Reference [14] enhances this mechanism by replacing real payment with virtual credit to keep a more reasonable price competition. This paper also largely extends our previous work [1], where in this paper 1) a new
centralized event detection algorithm based on SVM pattern-matching technique is proposed and extensively evaluated; 2) computational complexity of min-cut-based centralized event detection algorithm is theoretically given; 3) deep theoretical analysis on the proposed utility function from the solution of an optimization problem is given, including the detailed computational complexity analysis; and 4) all three centralized and distributed are extensively evaluated and compared with existing CAS [16] approach by real trace-driven experiments.

III. System Model

In this paper, we assume that a crowd of smart-device-equipped people move in some urban region, such as park, shopping mall, and plaza. We model the entire sensing region as a two-dimensional (2-D) map, denoted by $\mathcal{M}$. To detect interested events in this region, e.g., noise, people gathering, or some other urban breaking events, the platform publishes related sensing tasks, and those who are willing to take part in the tasks and to contribute data are “participants.” Each participant’s smart device is embedded with the required sensors for specific sensing tasks. We focus on detecting events by using only one kind of sensor in this paper; however, the proposed framework can be easily applied to other cases where multiple sensors are needed. The sensory data collected by participants are finally used to estimate whether or not some events happen and their whereabouts. We note that detecting strict boundary of event is a nontrivial and unnecessary task. Instead, we assume that if a mobile node found an event, the target event exists within its sensing range. Therefore, by analyzing the sensory information of participating nodes, we can efficiently get the knowledge of target events.

We assume that each sensing task runs continuously for a long period of time, which contains many consecutive detection cycles. Each detection cycle consists of a Control plane and Data plane. Necessary control messages exchange occurs in the Control plane, and the Data plane comprises three steps: 1) data collection; 2) transmission; and 3) centralized processing. That is, the participants collect data from the environment, perform some local message exchange and computation if needed, and then transmit the necessary data to a CS for final processing.

We define participants as a set $\mathcal{P} \triangleq \{i|i = 1, 2, \ldots, P\}$, where $\mathcal{P}$ denotes the size of the crowd. For the rest of this paper, we refer to a particular participant $i$ and his/her associated collective attributes together as a participant, or simply a user. These attributes are denoted by a tuple $p_i = (x_i, y_i, v_i, e_i, b_i)$, where $x_i$ and $y_i$ are a participant’s coordinates, $v$ is the sensory reading collected from his/her smart device, $e_i$ is the device–remaining energy level, and $b_i$ denotes the amount of incentives required by participant $i$. Also, the initial energy reserve of participant $i$ before performing all sensing tasks is denoted by $e_i^0$. The incentive can be in the form of real money or virtual credits. Without loss of generality, we simply assume that each sensing task has a fixed incentive budget $B$. We also assume the participants move around in $\mathcal{M}$ randomly. Mathematically, event detection means to partition all the participating nodes into those nodes in an event (i.e., abnormal nodes), and the other normal nodes. That is, given the information of each user $p_i$, compute a group of users who are in the event region. Specifically, in participatory sensing campaigns, nodes “in an event region” refer to those with “relatively high” sensory readings. Note that sensor reading can have different meanings depending on applications, e.g., temperature, noise level, and moisture.

In a centralized scenario, we model the sensing region as a graph $G(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{E})$, where $\mathcal{E} = \{e_{ij}|i \in \mathcal{P} \land j \in \mathcal{P}\}$ is the edge set ($e_{ij}$ of the edge between users $i$ and $j$). An edge denotes some relationship of two neighboring nodes based on their attributes. Specifically, here the weight $w_{ij}$ for each edge $e_{ij} \in \mathcal{E}$ is calculated as: $w_{ij} = \exp(-|v_i - v_j|/d(i, j))$, where $d(i, j)$ denotes the distance between two participants $i$ and $j$. This metric reflects the change of sensory readings between two neighboring users.

In a distributed scenario, we assume that a participant has necessary computing capability, and all participants have a common, but tunable wireless communication range denoted by $\delta$. This range can guarantee the successful data transmission and reception higher than an signal-to-noise-plus-interference-ratio (SINR) threshold. Extending this range will enforce devices to use higher transmission power, and since this paper is more application oriented, the related Physical (PHY) layer techniques are out of our scope. We define the neighbor set of any participant $i$ as

$$N(i) = \{j|j \in \mathcal{P}, d(i, j) < \delta\}.$$  
(1)

For a user $i$, each of his/her neighbor $j \in N(i)$ is associated with a utility value $U_j$ (to be explained in detail in Section V) to explicitly represent the benefit of choosing user $i$. In addition, the nearest neighbor of a participant $i$ is defined as the one achieving maximum defined utility value among all one-hop neighbors within the communication range, as

$$N^1(i) = \arg \max_j U_j \ \forall j \in N(i)$$  
(2)

where $U_j$ is the utility value of user $j$. Similarly, its Top-$K$ nearest neighbors $N^K(i)$ is a set that contains its $K$ nearest neighbors.

Note that during multiple detection cycles, sensory data from a participant changes accordingly. Thus, all the variables above can be combined with the factor of time. For instance, we use $v_i(t)$ and $e_i(t)$ to denote the time-varying sensory reading and remaining energy of user $i$ in cycle $t$. However, in centralized algorithms, for the sake of simplicity, we only need to focus on one detection cycle, since all cycles have identical actions (that does not imply the same effect due to system dynamics), and thus we ignore the time factor in Section IV.

Some important notations used in this paper are listed in Table I.

IV. Centralized Approaches

As mentioned above, for centralized algorithms, after participants collect data from the environment, the raw data are transmitted to the CS for further processing. Since data transmission methods (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth, 3G/LTE) have been thoroughly studied, and the centralized approach does not require control messages exchange before the Data plane starts,
we focus on the data processing step of Data plane in this section. In the following part, we will introduce two novel centralized algorithms, both of which aims at separating nodes in the event area from the other normal nodes.

### A. Min-Cut-Based Centralized Algorithm

In $G(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{E})$, the core step is to use an improved Min-cut algorithm [24] to find a subset $\mathcal{E}_c \subset \mathcal{E}$ that connects two neighboring participants within and out of the area of an event. Then, all users in an event region can be separated out. The detection algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the steps of how participants in an event region are recognized in a mini-network with five participants $p_1 - p_5$. Obviously, with its abnormally high reading, user $p_5$ is identified in an event region. Thus, edges $p_1p_5$, $p_2p_5$, $p_3p_5$, and $p_4p_5$ all connect one user inside an event area and one that is outside. Our algorithm can recognize these four edges, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Once these edges are removed, the participants in an event region (just one user $p_5$ in this simple case) are identified (see Fig. 1(d)). The detailed process of this algorithm is explained below.

**Step 1: Initialization.** To initialize $\mathcal{E}$, every two participants in $\mathcal{P}$ are connected, thus $\mathcal{E} = \{e_{ij} | \forall i \in \mathcal{P}, \forall j \in \mathcal{P}, i \neq j\}$. In other words, a fully connected graph is formed, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The three values besides each node denote the coordinates and sensory reading of each participants, respectively. The information of residual energy and incentive requirement are concealed in this example for simplicity.

**Step 2: Edge removal.** To reserve only those edges connecting neighboring users, those between nonadjacent users are removed. Note that by “adjacent,” we mean users who are within the predefined communication range of each other. Extending this range (e.g., through increasing the transmission power) will allow any particular user to have more neighbors, and the network will become more connected but at the same time more challenging to analyze. Given the coordinates of each edge’s vertex, the number of crosses by other edges can be calculated. To further simplify the fully connected graph, we employ one practical strategy as follows. The edges having most cross with others are removed from $\mathcal{E}$ iteratively. If two edges have one common intersection, the longer one is removed. Detecting and omitting the crossing links is an essential step in construct a suitable graph for subsequent steps, since a graph with crossing links cannot be processed by Min-cut algorithms properly. After this step, remaining edges consist of a new set $\mathcal{E}'$.

**Step 3: Calculating edge weights.** The weight $w_{ij}$ for each edge $l_{ij} \in \mathcal{E}'$ is calculated. The bigger sensory readings change among two neighboring vertexes, the lower weight is assigned to the edge $l_{ij}$, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

**Step 4: Min-cut.** Finally, the Min-cut algorithm is applied. A minimum cut $\mathcal{E}_c$ of a graph is a cut that divide the vertexes into two nonempty disjoint sets $\mathcal{P}_\text{in}$ and $\mathcal{P}_\text{out}$ and has the smallest sum of weights possible, where $\mathcal{P}_\text{in} \cup \mathcal{P}_\text{out} = \mathcal{P}, \mathcal{P}_\text{in} \cap \mathcal{P}_\text{out} = \emptyset, \forall i \in \mathcal{P}_\text{in}, \forall j \in \mathcal{P}_\text{out} \forall l_{ij} \in \mathcal{E}_c$. In our case, it represents the edges that connect two set that are within and out of the events.

**Step 5: Repeat for multiple events.** Let $\min_{\mathcal{P}_\text{out}} \triangleq \min \{w_i\}, \max_{\mathcal{P}_\text{out}} \triangleq \max \{w_i\} \forall i \in \mathcal{P}_\text{out}$. $\Delta$ is a predefined upper-bound of abnormal reading. Once an event region is detected, the judgment condition $(\max_{\mathcal{P}_\text{out}} - \min_{\mathcal{P}_\text{out}}) \geq \Delta$ is updated. If there is still another event to be detected, the Min-cut algorithm loops to find other event regions.

**Step 6: Incentive allocation.** After each detection cycle, the incentives are issued to all participants as they have required, and a new detection cycle resumes from Step 1 until the budget runs out.

When no more event regions can be detected, edges in $\mathcal{E}_c$ are computed, and the users in $\mathcal{P}_\text{in}$ are revealed. These are exactly the participants in the region of events. This algorithm does not assume a predefined threshold for events. Besides, it can detect multiple event regions. Moreover, by traversing all possible edges between any two users, this algorithm provides precise detection result.

However, despite its high precision, it consumes much computational resources and runs slowly, which can be confirmed in the simulation section. According to [24], the Min-cut algorithm has an overall running time of $O(|V| |E| + |V|^2 \log |V|)$, where $|V|$ and $|E|$ denote the number of vertexes and edges in a graph, respectively.

**TABLE 1**

**LIST OF IMPORTANT NOTATIONS AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{M}$</td>
<td>Interested region in an application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{P}$</td>
<td>Set of participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>\mathcal{P}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{i}, y_{i}, v_{i}$</td>
<td>The coordinates, sensory reading, remaining energy and incentive requirement of participant $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d(i, j)$</td>
<td>The Euclidean distance of two participants $i$ and $j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_{ij}$</td>
<td>Edge weights between participant $i$ and $j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{E}$</td>
<td>Edges set in graph model $G(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{E})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{E}_c$</td>
<td>A minimum cut of graph $G(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{E})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{P}<em>\text{in}, \mathcal{P}</em>\text{out}$</td>
<td>Subsets of $\mathcal{P}$ that contain the participants that within/out of the events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_i$</td>
<td>Initial energy of participant $i$’s device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_i(k, t)$</td>
<td>Accuracy for participant $i$ to choose user $k$ in cycle $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_i(k, t)$</td>
<td>Average of $\omega_i(k, t)$ up to cycle $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_i(k)$</td>
<td>Estimated target accuracy for $i$ to choose participant $k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_i(k, t)$</td>
<td>Utility value of $i$ to choose participant $k$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. SVM-Based Centralized Algorithm

We present a SVM-based centralized algorithm in this section. The intuition is that real-world events usually exhibit some spatiotemporal patterns, and since our data are collected over space and time domains in the sensing region, the data may eventually show these patterns. This intuition can be confirmed by the observations in [25], and then an event detection problem can be transformed into a pattern-matching problem, where SVM technique is used in our approach. SVM is a kind of supervised learning algorithms that used for patterns classification and regression analysis. Given a set of training examples, each marked as belonging to one of two categories (in our case, is or is not in an event region), an SVM training algorithm builds a model that assigns new examples into one category or the other.

Similar with the Min-cut-based algorithm, the participants’ information, including their sensory readings and locations, for SVM-based algorithm, are required to be transmitted to the CS. Detailed procedure is explained as follows.

Step 1: Training. To train an SVM, we have to provide a set of exemplary training data, i.e., participants’ information and corresponding labels showing whether a user is in an event region or not. The algorithm first acquires a series of labeled training data, which can be collected by running Min-cut-based algorithm. Given training set and proper parameters, we train an SVM model in the CS. Then, the trained SVM model infers an approximate region of the event.

Step 2: Detection. After the training phase is completed, the sensory data are transmitted to the CS for classification. Collected sensory data are fed into the SVM model that will judge whether a user is in an event region or not.

Step 3: Incentive allocation. The SVM-based detection algorithm uses the same budget allocation strategy as the Min-cut-based approach. That is, the required amount of incentives are allocated to all participants at the end of the current detection cycle, and the new detection cycle starts with Step 1.

Suppose that the pattern between training data and real sensory data is similar, i.e., the event does not change too much over time and space domains, this algorithm can detect the event region precisely and efficiently.

The time-complexity analysis of running SVM is a non-trivial task, where the costs are coming from the training and test phases. As discussed in [26], the training time depends on both \( Q^3 \) (where \( Q \) is the number of free support vectors) and \( nS \) (where \( n \) denotes the number of training samples and \( S \) denotes the number of support vectors). In general, although these parameters depend on specific techniques being used, training time is usually expected to be in the order of \( O(n^2) \) for state-of-the-art linear SVMs or approximate solvers [26], [27]. On the other hand, in the detection phase, the prediction time is linear with respect to the number of support vectors and features, where [26] discusses it in detail.

Compared to the Min-cut-based algorithm, SVM-based approach runs much faster, and has a good detection precision. However, training sets are required before detection, but the exemplary training data can be very hard to generate in most practical but complicated applications.

C. Summary

Although centralized detection approaches are easy to implement for each participant, it requires all sensory data to be transmitted to the CS for centralized computations. Communication overhead when uploading participants’ sensory data can cost significantly to both the infrastructure and participants. Furthermore, they do not scale well with the size and structure change of the network, nor the energy consumption has been clearly considered. To this end, we aim to present a distributed approach in the next section.

V. DISTRIBUTED EVENT DETECTION APPROACH

Different from all centralized algorithms, in a distributed approach, participants not only collect data, but also need to exchange control messages and make local decisions so that the data can be processed locally. Then they transmit the processed data (e.g., event detection result) back to the CS, where CS has no further processing task to perform. Therefore, the key part of a distributed approach is to design how each user makes decisions locally in an optimal way, as in the Control plane. In this section, we propose a distributed detection framework that provides as accurate detection results as possible, and takes energy conservation into account at the same time. Without loss of generality, we assume that the threshold to recognize an event has already been given to each user, but the value can be easily changed in different applications.

A. Distributed Event Detection Framework

The essence of our proposed approach is described as follows. While each user can detect events according to the
monitoring the environment, its companions. Therefore, in a detection cycle, when one user is together, so that they are very likely to yield the same detection results due to their similar geographical locations. Accordingly, we group participants with “similar” neighbors predefined threshold, many participants tend to provide similar detection results due to their similar geographical locations. Accordingly, we group participants with “similar” neighbors together, so that they are very likely to yield the same detection result. Therefore, in a detection cycle, when one user is monitoring the environment, its companions, i.e., other members in the same group, do not have to monitor in the same cycle. As a result, energy is conserved. In this process, a user chooses its companions according to their predefined utility values. A proper utility definition is obviously a vital part in our detection framework, and it will be theoretically discussed in detail later; as for now we focus on the detection framework.

At the beginning of each detection cycle, each user in region $\mathcal{M}$ selects its Top-$K$ nearest neighboring users, referred as the “linking petition” to these neighbors. For convenience, we refer to the initially selected neighbors of participant $i$ as its desired users. Conversely, participant $i$ is a petitioner of its desired users. Due to the distributed nature of our framework, each user has no prior knowledge of its neighbors’ initial decisions before making its own decision, and thus it is highly possible that a user makes an improper decision that may create selection conflicts.

Fig. 2(a)–(f) shows an example to illustrate the proposed procedure. Fig. 2(a) shows the initial information of seven participants. Each user is equipped sensor information to its neighbors. Based on this, each user computes the utility of its neighbors before making its own decision, and thus it is highly possible that a user makes an improper decision that may create selection conflicts.

Fig. 2(a) shows the initial information of seven participants in a target region. The tuple near each participant represents each his/her coordinates, collected sensory reading, remaining energy level, and incentive requirement. To illustrate a neighboring relationship, all participants are connected to their one-hop neighbors. The number on each line denotes the utility value between two users. In practice, the utility can be derived by using various methods, and it is possible that the utility from $p_i$ to $p_j$ is different from that from $p_j$ to $p_i$. However, for simplicity, we assume identical utility values in this example. In Fig. 2(b), each user finds its Top-2 (i.e., $K = 2$) nearest neighbors, i.e., the maximum allowed number of companions are two in this example. An arrow in the figure points from a petitioner to its desired user. However, we note that, in our case, user $p_5$ chooses $p_3$ whereas $p_3$ chooses his/her another two neighbors $p_4$ and $p_6$, which creates a conflict situation. Our solutions is that: if participant $p_i$ finds its desired user $p_j$’s desired user is not $p_i$ itself, $p_i$ gives up its petition. The reason is that from $p_j$’s perspective, by connecting its own desired user instead of $p_i$, it could achieve better accuracy. Therefore, in Fig. 2(c), the linking petition of user $p_5$, together with other unqualified petitions, is declined after their initial decisions are exchanged. The result of their petition decisions is shown in Fig. 2(d). Fig. 2(e) and (f) shows that users exchange information and decide to stay awake or sleep during this detection cycle. Note that although not mentioned, we assume that the communication range can assure one-hop communication between users. Below is a formal description of our distributed event detection framework.

**Step 1:** Exchange user information. Each user sends its equipped sensor information to its neighbors. Based on this, each user computes the utility of its neighbors.

**Step 2:** Make initial decision. According to the associated utility, each user chooses $K$ neighbors to be its desired users.

**Step 3:** Exchange initial decision. Each user’s initial decision is transmitted to all neighboring participants by sending control messages.

**Step 4:** Make petition decision. With knowledge of each user’s petitioner, the strategy described above is applied to decide whether it should accept linking petitions from its petitioners.

**Step 5:** Exchange petition decision. Each user notifies its petitioners whether they are accepted. Then, each user makes its final decision on whether it should form a group with its desired users or not. Finally, each user either forms a group with other users or stands alone.

**Step 6:** Make sleep–wake (S–W) decision. Once a group is formed, a node exchanges the information within its own group.
Each user decides whether herself should maintain sleeping state in this cycle. If she is not in a group, she stays awake, otherwise she will check its companions’ residual energy and whoever has more energy stays awake during this cycle.

**Step 7:** Incentive allocation. Awake users are issued their required amount of incentives, and a new detection cycle starts with **Step 1**.

After running the above algorithm distributedly, participants start to collect data from the environment, as in the Data plane. If any event is detected, the corresponding users send alerts to the CS that contains information as short as 1 bit to notify the CS that an event happens within its detection range.

### B. Computational Complexity Analysis

Our proposed framework requires exchanges of three types of control messages: the utility value of each neighbor, the initial decision message (ID), and final decision message (FD) of each participant. Besides, the participants also need to make local decisions on his/her ID, FD, and S–W status. The distributed algorithm procedure and its relationship with the whole detection cycle is presented in Fig. 2(g). The Control plane contains all six steps of our proposed framework. Thus the runtime of the framework consists of the time periods to complete: 1) the control message exchange as in Steps 1, 3, and 5; and 2) the decision-making process as in Steps 2, 4, and 6. In the information exchange steps, each participant only needs to broadcast his information to his neighbors. We could reasonably assume that these steps all run within a fixed amount of time. Therefore, the running time mainly depends on Steps 2, 4, and 6.

Consider a network in which average neighbor number of each user is $\mu$. In the graph $G(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{E})$ where users in $\mathcal{P}$ are all connected to their one-hop neighbors by edges in $\mathcal{E}$, $\mu = 2N_{\text{edge}} / N_{\text{vertex}}$ ($N_{\text{edge}}$ is the number of edges and $N_{\text{vertex}}$ is the number of users). Besides, we assume that all information exchange steps last for $T_1$ units of time, and all the primitive operations take a fixed amount of $T_2$ time units. Thus, running time analysis is performed as follows.

1) All three information exchange steps take $T_1$ time units.
2) In Step 2, for each user, utility information of its $\mu$ neighbors are stored in its local memory. A simple max procedure is applied to find the neighbor with maximum utility. A analysis of this for-loop procedure is given below.

In worse case where the statements in the for-loop have to be run in every iteration, the running time for this phase is $\mu \times 6T_2 + 2T_2$.

3) In Step 4, the main part is also a for-loop. Similarly, analysis goes here. A loop contains computation of one absolute operation, one minus operation ($2T_2$), three value fetches ($3T_2$), a comparison ($T_2$), label a petitioner whether it is acceptable or not (one value fetch and one store = $2T_2$). Thus, the running time for this phase is approximately $\mu \times (5T_2 + T_2 + 2T_2)$.

4) In Step 6, each user fetches its own energy value and its companion’s, then compare them (two value fetches + one operation = $3T_2$).

The total running time for our proposed distributed algorithm is equal to

$$3T_1 + \mu \times 6T_2 + 2T_2 + \mu \times 8T_2 + 3T_2 \approx 3T_1 + 14 \mu T_2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Since $T_1$, $T_2$, and $\mu$ are all constants, the running time of this algorithm is in the order $\Theta(1)$. In other words, the distributed approach is a scalable approach whose running time is independent of participants numbers.

To summarize, the distributed approach has the following advantages.

1) It runs fully distributedly.
2) It achieves linear time complexity, and can be significantly faster than the centralized algorithms.
3) It is robust and scales well with the size or structural change of the network.
4) It is energy-efficient. By sending alert information when necessary instead of raw data, it reduces the energy consumption. Furthermore, by S–W scheduling in the detection process, the energy is reserved to a large extent.

### C. Energy-Efficient Utility Definition

To complete our proposed distributed event detection algorithm, a proper definition of the utility is important. Theoretically any proper function could be plugged in our framework to compute a utility of a user. For example, a simple random-neighbor strategy could be applied, where a participant randomly chooses a neighbor to make the initial decision. However, we need to build up explicit synergies between detection accuracy, energy consumption, and incentive allocation for all user.

We assume that each participant has an average sensory reading $\bar{v}_i(t)$ up to cycle $t$. An intuition is to let a user pick the neighbor that has the most similar average reading with itself. In this regard, we calculate the *target accuracy* of neighbor $k$ of any user $i$ as

$$T_k(i, t) = \exp(-|\bar{v}_i(t) - \bar{v}_k(t)|).$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

However, when a participant’s device energy consumes, the detection accuracy is also decreased. Thus, a neighbor with more remaining energy and less incentive requirement should be given higher priority to join the detection task. Therefore, for user $i$, we define its possible *achieved accuracy* when selecting neighbor $k$ to complete a detection task at cycle $t$, as

$$\omega_i(k, t) = \exp(-|v_i(t) - v_k(t)|) \times \frac{\phi_k(t)}{\phi_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where

$$\phi_k(t) = \frac{c_k(t)}{b_k(t)}, \quad \phi_0 = \frac{c^0_k}{b_{\text{max}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$b_{\text{max}}$ denotes the highest required incentive among all participants. $\phi_k(t)$ combines both the energy consumption and incentive allocation factors, representing the affordable remaining energy per unit budget costs of neighbor $k$ at detection cycle $t$, and then $\phi_0$ normalizes $\phi_k(t)$.
Suppose that user $i$ has $m$ neighbors, then our goal is to define an appropriate utility with which the long-term average accuracy of all neighbors $A_i = \{A_i(1), A_i(2), \ldots, A_i(m)\}$ is proportional to the target accuracy $T_i$. Here, $A_i(k,t) = \sum_{l=1} w_i(k,l)/t$. In order to define the utility, we decompose the analysis process into two lemmas. The first one formulates an optimization problem for any user $i$, then the second lemma proves that the optimal solution $A_i^*$ to the optimization problem is proportional to the target $T_i = \{T_i(1), T_i(2), \ldots, T_i(m)\}$. Note that for simplicity, we drop the time factor in these lemmas.

**Lemma VI.1:** If each user maximizes the following objective function over $A_i$:

$$
\max f(A_i) = \sum_{k=1}^m T_i(k) \cdot \log (A_i(k)) \\
\text{s.t. } \sum_{k=1}^m A_i(k) \leq m \\
\sum_{k=1}^m b_i(k) \leq B
$$

(7)

where $m$ upper bounds the total average accuracy of all neighbors of user $i$. The upper bound is achieved when $\omega_i(k,t) = 1 \forall k = 1, 2, \ldots, m$. Then, the optimal solution $A_i^*$ is proportional to $T_i$.

**Proof:** This problem is a classic constrained optimization problem, thus could be solved with Lagrange multipliers. Specifically, we have

$$
L = \sum_{k=1}^m T_i(k) \cdot \log (A_i(k)) - \lambda_1 \left( \sum_{k=1}^m A_i(k) - m \right) \\
- \lambda_2 \left( \sum_{k=1}^m b_i(k) - B \right).
$$

(8)

The first-order (necessary) optimality condition for (8) is

$$\nabla L = 0 \text{ and } \lambda_i \left( \sum_{k=1}^m A_i(k) - m \right) = 0.
$$

(9)

Since the constraint is binding and $\lambda \neq 0$, the first part in (9) could be solved as

$$
\frac{T_i(k)}{A_i^*(k)} = \lambda_i.
$$

(10)

This means that after some iterations the average accuracy $A_i^*$ is proportional to $T_i$ element-wisely.

Then, we define a utility function and prove that if this utility is enforced in our proposed distributed framework, the objective function in (7) converges to the optimal solution.

**Lemma VI.2:** If user $i$ uses the following utility for its neighbors:

$$
U_i(k,t) = T_i(k) \frac{\omega_i(k)}{A_i(k)}
$$

(11)

the algorithm maximizes the objective function in (7) iteratively.

**Proof:** Since the objective function in (7) is convex, the sufficient and necessary condition of optimality for this problem is

$$
\nabla f|_{A_i} \cdot (A_i - A_i^*) \leq 0
$$

(12)

where $A_i$ could be any arbitrary energy consumption vector. This equation could be further broken into two parts

$$
\sum_{k=1}^m T_i(k) \frac{A_i(k) - A_i^*(k)}{A_i(k)}
$$

(13)

where $A_i(k)$ and $A_i^*(k)$ are the average of $e_i(k)$ in time, so this equation could be rewrite as

$$
\sum_{k=1}^m T_i(k) \frac{\mathbb{E}[\omega_i(k) - \omega_i^*(k)]}{A_i(k)}
$$

(14)

where $\mathbb{E}$ denotes the expectation of target accuracy for a series of cycles. Then, maximizing the following will maximize the second part of (14):

$$
\max_{A_i^*} \quad \sum_{k=1}^m T_i(k) \frac{\omega_i(k)}{A_i^*(k)}.
$$

(15)

Since $e_i$ in the first part in (14) is not optimal as in (15), the second part must be greater than the first term in (14). So this equation holds. That is, use the metric in (11) maximizes the objective function in (7).

In practice, let us put the time factor back into consideration, and (11) is rewritten as

$$
U_i(k,t) = T_i(k) \frac{\omega_i(k,t - 1)}{A_i(k,t - 1)}.
$$

(16)

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first present the simulation settings and discuss the used real data set, and then show the simulation results.

A. Simulation Settings

We assess them with the Microsoft Research Asia GeoLife data set [28], where real movement traces of ordinary citizens are used to represent mobile users in the considered scenario. The GeoLife project has collected 182 volunteers’ trajectories in an urban area of Beijing for 3 consecutive years.

As all traces spread in different parts of Beijing, a specific rectangular region where the traces mostly appear is needed. We thus store all trajectories in a geographical MySQL database and find a $200 \times 500$ m$^2$ region that is of high user density, as shown in Fig. 3(a), which happens to be around the area of the Microsoft Research Asia site. There are totally 612 trajectories in the considered region. Each trajectory is marked by a sequence of time-stamped GPS points that contain users’ latitude, longitude at a given time. Fig. 3(b) shows all 612 user trajectories. Since these trajectories are recorded at different
times, in our simulations, we simply neglect their time index and overlay them into the same time period.

Based on this data set, we consider a noise level monitoring application in this area. Without loss of generality, we use the number of visits on each area for a certain period of time to indicate the noise level (i.e., more visit can potentially indicate that that area is more crowded and thus with higher noise level, compared with sparsely visited areas). Specifically, we consider the noise level data as the sensory reading. Given that the best GPS accuracy is about 5 m, we then divide the whole region into $40 \times 100$ small cells, each with a size of $5 \times 5$ m. We use them as the participants’ location instead of the original GPS coordinates, i.e., the horizontal axis of the whole map $\mathcal{M}$ ranges from 0 to 40 and vertical axis is from 0 to 100. Fig. 3(c) shows the generated noise levels, where we observe two concentrated noisy regions.

The communication range of each participant is set to 10 m. We employ the energy dissipation model [29], and the energy cost to transmit a $L$-bit message between two users is given by

$$E_{tx}(L, d) = \begin{cases} L\varepsilon_{tx} + L\varepsilon_{fs}d^2, & \text{if } d < d_0 \\ L\varepsilon_{tx} + L\varepsilon_{mp}d^4, & \text{if } d \geq d_0 \end{cases}$$

where $d$ denotes the distance between two users, $\varepsilon_{tx}$ is the energy dissipation per bit to run the transmitter circuit, $\varepsilon_{fs}$ and $\varepsilon_{mp}$ are transmitter amplifiers, and $d_0 = \sqrt{\varepsilon_{fs}/\varepsilon_{mp}}$. We adopt the same parameter settings in [29]: $\varepsilon_{tx} = 50$ nJ/bit, $\varepsilon_{fs} = 10$ pJ/bit/m$^2$, and $\varepsilon_{fs} = 0.0013$ pJ/bit/m$^4$. The energy dissipated in event monitoring per round is 0.001 mJ, and the initial energy of each user is set to 5 mJ. There are three different kinds of packets transmitted in the network: the raw data packet in centralized algorithms, the choice packet exchanged between neighbors in the proposed distributed algorithm, and the event alert packet a user sends to the CS. Their sizes are set to 256, 128, and 64 bits, respectively.

B. Results and Discussion

We assess the performance of our proposed Min-cut/SVM-based centralized algorithms as the benchmark for our proposed distributed approach, where the defined utility and simply selecting a random neighbor are also compared. Besides, to validate the performance of our proposed distributed algorithm, we also compare it with “CAS” approach [16], i.e., an energy-efficient and totally localized algorithm for event detection. The key idea of CAS is to evenly distribute the wakeups of each node and its neighbors.

First, we show the detection results of the three proposed algorithms. We use 200 participants in the simulations. As shown in Fig. 3(d)–(f), all three approaches successfully divide users into two groups: users that are inside, and out of the event region, but the results are presented in different manners. That is, Min-cut-based centralized algorithm connect all non-event users together, leaving out those with high noise levels in the event region [see Fig. 3(d)]; SVM-based algorithm directly classifies whether each user is in an event region with trained model [see Fig. 3(e)]; and users form local groups by our proposed distributed algorithm [see Fig. 3(f)], where members in each group share common detection results. Lines with deeper color represent higher noise levels, as the event region.

Next, we verify the convergence of our proposed utility in the distributed detection framework. We set a simple scenario where one user $i$ interacts with six neighbors. In each iteration, participant $i$ selects one of his/her neighbors according to their utilities specified in (16). We assign each user a random sensory reading, to compute the target accuracy $T_i(k)$, where the time-averaged accuracy of each edge is also recorded and compared to the target accuracy. To validate the convergence performance, we propose to use a ratio $\alpha_i(k, t) = A_i(k, t)/T_i(k)$. Since our target in this utility is to let $A_i(k, t)$ and $T_i(k)$ be proportional to each other, it would be ideal if
We use the normalized mean deviation of $\alpha$ for each iteration, as: $C_i(t) = \frac{1}{R} \sum_{k=1}^{R} \frac{|\alpha_i(k, t) - \mu(t)|}{\mu(t)}$, where $\mu(t)$ is the mean of $\alpha_i(k, t)$. Fig. 4 shows that our proposed algorithm successfully converges to the target accuracy after around 400 iteration steps.

We then compare the running time of our proposed algorithms in each detection cycle with different number of participants in the sensing region. As shown in Table II, the Min-cut-based algorithm runs in the scale of minutes, and sometimes even hours, which is unacceptable in most applications, let alone real-time multimedia services. On the contrary, our proposed distributed approach can run 9.67 times faster than the centralized approach. It can also be observed that with the state-of-the-art solvers and optimized codes, the running time of SVM does not change dramatically with the increase in the number of participants in this order of magnitude.

Fig. 5 shows the total energy consumption with 200 users. When a user has less than 1% energy left, it is regarded as a dead user. When the detection process continues, the distributed algorithm consumes much less energy than two centralized algorithms. When the maximum allowed companion number increases, the energy consumption decreases further. Fig. 6(c) shows the network lifetime. With the increase in the number of participants, the network lifetime achieved by Min-cut-based algorithm barely grows, while our proposed distributed algorithm achieves much higher and increases significantly. Here we define a network (or sensing region) as “not functional,” when 90% users run out of battery.

We also observe that the network lifetime is prolonged 38.3% achieved by our proposed algorithm, that of the Min-cut-based centralized approach, and 86% more if the companion number increases from 1 to 2. CAS’ network lifetime performance is better than the centralized algorithm. However, our distributed algorithm can still (with one companion) outperform it by 13%, because our solution not only consider a user’s neighbors but also all users who have similar situation around, by link petition mechanism.

Since the centralized algorithms detect events more accurately, we use its detection result as the performance benchmark. As for the distributed algorithm, we investigate its performance with two utilities: our proposed one in (16) and the random-neighbor approach, but are outperformed by link petition mechanism. As for the distributed algorithm, we investigate its performance with two utilities: our proposed one in (16) and the random-neighbor approach, but are outperformed by link petition mechanism.

Then, we investigate the impact of using different maximum allowed number of companions on the performance of our distributed algorithm. Specifically, each user can choose its Top-K nearest neighbors to form a group, where $K$ ranges from 1 to 4. Fig. 6(e) shows the detection precision performance with different number of participants. Similarly, Fig. 6(f) shows the network lifetime. It is clear that the more neighbors one user can choose and the more enduring a network is, the less precise the detection result becomes. Despite the number of participants, if the companions number is set as 4 instead of 1, the network lifetime is prolonged 85% on average. On the other hand, the detection precision and recall also decrease 13.1% and 25.6%, respectively.

Then, we investigate the impact of task budget. We compare our proposed distributed approach with two centralized algorithms, which serve as the performance benchmark. In
our proposed distributed algorithm, we change the maximum allowed number of companions, and after the task budget runs out, the sensing task will no longer be supported. To better examine the effect of budget constraint, we suppose that participants’ smart devices have ample initial energy reserve during the lifetime of sensing tasks. Fig. 7(a) shows the trend of remaining task budget after participants are selected and paid at each detection cycle. We observe that two centralized algorithms spend much faster than the distributed approach, and tasks are no longer supported after around 400 tasks. In comparison, distributed algorithm endures much longer, as 600 tasks, and can be even longer (i.e., 900 tasks) when the allowed number of companions are 2 and 3, respectively.

We next investigate the impact of task’s total incentive budget on different approaches. For three approaches, we increase the task budget from 10 000 to 30 000 units. Fig. 7(b) shows that the supported number of detection cycles by two centralized algorithms are 21.5% lower than our proposed distributed approach. When the companion numbers increases from 2 to 3, the supported number of cycles by distributed algorithm also increases to 61.7% higher than the centralized algorithms. This is due to the fact that more budget leads to more supported cycles. Moreover, in our distributed algorithm, when a participant is in sleeping state, he/she does not have to be granted a share of budget, whereas the centralized algorithms recruit all participants during a sensing task.
In the proposed distributed algorithm, we explore the impact of using different companions on its supported number of detection cycles. We allow the maximum allowed companion number $K$ to range from 1 to 4. Fig. 7(c) shows the achieved task duration with three different amount of budget: 10 000, 15 000, and 20 000 units. From this figure, we observe that with more task budget and/or by allowing more companions, the task endures longer. If $K$ is set to 4 instead of 1, the task duration can be prolonged 60.77% on average. Note that the benefit of supported cycles per unit companion also increases when $K$ becomes bigger. That is, when $K$ increases from 1 to 2, the task duration is prolonged 5.75% on average, and this number goes to 14.46% and 40.56% when $K$ changes from 2 to 3 and 3 to 4, respectively. This is because that our distributed framework allows for more companions, and thus potentially more sleeping participants in the sensing task, consequently saving more budget expenses.

VII. Conclusion and Future Work

Dynamic event detection like noise level and air pollution by using participatory sensing paradigms is a promising research direction. In this paper, we first proposed two novel centralized detection algorithms, based on Min-cut theory and SVM pattern recognition techniques as the performance benchmark. To solve the computational complexity problem of centralized approaches, we proposed a distributed detection framework, where an optimization problem is formulated to derive an optimal utility that ensures the long-term detection precision and energy-efficiency of the algorithm under task budget constraints. Extensive experimental results, based on a real trace-driven data set in an urban area of Beijing, showed that our proposed distributed algorithm successfully detect events efficiently, accurately in an energy-efficient manner while minimizing the allocated task budget to all participants. As for the future, we plan to investigate the impact of participant contact frequencies on the system performance.
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